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Close
Secure your supply chain
  Protect every surface10x your security performance with the world's most powerful, AI-driven platform that identifies and eliminates cyber risk across all of your attack surfaces
 Start for Free
 Explore the Platform







Trusted by the best customers in the world
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 Security & Risk Operations
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 Threat Landscape
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Third-Party Cyber Risk Management

Take command of your supply chain cyber risk with the industry’s most comprehensive risk intelligence, AI-powered analytics, and the world’s most trusted security ratings.
	Identify risks against your business posed by third parties
	Move fast to remediate critical issues
	Continuous monitoring

 Explore
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Automatic Vendor Detection

Detect unknown vendors across your entire supply chain. Identify Nth parties that pose cybersecurity risks to your suppliers and collaborate with them to resolve critical issues.
	Gain unmatched situational awareness
	Stay ahead of attackers
	Built-in efficiency, designed to scale

 Explore
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Supply Chain Risk Intelligence

See and prioritize your riskiest vendors. Get a unified view of actionable threat intelligence designed for vendor risk managers to mitigate supply chain risk.
	Unified view of real-time actionable threat intelligence
	Reduce vendor-induced threat exposure
	Increase the value of your TPRM program

 Explore
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Security Questionnaires

Use automation and machine learning to validate vendor responses. Shorten the questionnaire process by as much as 83%.
	Turn questionnaire data into action by integrating with the applications you already use
	VRM teams can cross-reference “outside-in” risk scores with “inside-out” responses
	Use automation which suggests responses based on previously-submitted information

 Explore
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Attack Surface Intelligence

Detect unknown vendors across your entire supply chain. Identify Nth parties that pose cybersecurity risks to your suppliers and collaborate with them to resolve critical issues.
	Capture a complete global view of cyber risk to uncover vulnerabilities
	Perform threat research faster with unparalleled contextualized threat intelligence
	Understand what a hacker sees across your attack surface

 Explore
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Vulnerability Intelligence

Detect unknown vendors across your entire supply chain. Identify Nth parties that pose cybersecurity risks to your suppliers and collaborate with them to resolve critical issues.
	Direct access to in-depth vulnerability insights
	Communicate risk-mitigating vulnerability priorities
	Proactive notifications help you identify critical CVEs

 Explore
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Cyber Risk Quantification

Leverage attack path modeling frameworks to estimate expected losses from a data breach, ransomware, denial of service, and destructive malware incidents.
	Translate cyber risks into financial impact
	Determine the financial impact of cyber risk for any organization
	Instantly assess any organization’s cyber risk through a financial lens

 Explore
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External Attack Surface Management

Stay ahead of cyber threats by continuously monitoring your own attack surface for risks. Benchmark against industry peers. Integrate external cybersecurity capabilities with your SOC.
	Identify cyber risks before you get hit with an exploit
	Know how you stack up against the competition
	Be a hero to your board

 Explore
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 INTRODUCING MAXTake supply chain cyber risk management to the MAX

MAX is a comprehensive managed service that proactively identifies critical cybersecurity vulnerabilities and issues throughout your entire supply chain. Once identified, MAX collaborates closely with your team and vendors to promptly address and resolve these vulnerabilities, fortifying your supply chain defenses against potential compromises.
When it comes to supply chain cyber risk, MAX has your back.
 Explore MAX



Critical capabilities
The SecurityScorecard platform stands above the rest with six critical capabilities to proactively manage supply chain cyber risks, stay ahead of evolving threats, and maintain a resilient security posture in today's dynamic digital landscape.
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Security Ratings
Gain an outside-in view of your security posture, so you can take preventative action

 Learn More
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Security Data
Cybercriminals don’t stand a chance against the largest proprietary risk & threat intelligence dataset on the planet

 Learn More
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HEID AI
Turns billion of events observed from across the internet into actionable insights

 Learn More
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Trust & Collaboration
See the data that goes into your scores, and discover the methodology behind it

 Learn More
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Marketplace
SecurityScorecard partners and integrates with more leading technology vendors than any other cybersecurity ratings company

 Learn More
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Board & Executive Reporting
Simple, easy-to-understand board and executive reports keep everyone aware of your efforts and progress

 Learn More




Hear from our customers
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	"MAX’s ability to identify a wide range of cybersecurity concerns across our global vendor landscape, and in turn, partner with those vendors to improve, is a significant win for both McDonald’s and our vendors.”
 Kevin Scribner  Director of Technology Risk Management, McDonald's
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	“SecurityScorecard has allowed me and my team to automate and scale many of the functions of our vendor risk management program as well as continuously monitor their internal and third-party security posture.”
 Virgin Pulse Chief Information Security Officer
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	“Security ratings give you a dynamic point in time view of cybersecurity posture.”
 Nimisha Aneja Senior, Underwriter, RSUI
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	“We’re extremely impressed with SecurityScorecard’s capabilities and our case wouldn’t be where it is today without CRI and the STRIKE team.”
 U.S. LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY
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Latest Resources
  
 View All
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 BlogChange Healthcare Ransomware Attack Spotlights Single Point of Failure with Third-Party Vendor 
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 White PaperSecurityScorecard’s Scoring Methodology 3.0 
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 BlogSecurityScorecard Unveils the Industry’s Most Predictive Cybersecurity Risk Ratings with Refined Scoring Algorithm 
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 White PaperApplying Machine Learning to Optimize the Correlation of SecurityScorecard Scores with Relative Likelihood of Breach 
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 BlogHow SecurityScorecard STRIKE Identifies Zero Days in the Wild 
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 BlogExamining NIST CSF 2.0: Everything you need to know 
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 ResearchA Quantitative Analysis of the Security Ratings of the S&P 500 
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 PressSecurityScorecard Threat Research: 21% of S&P 500 Companies Reported Breaches in 2023 
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 BlogNational Vulnerability Database Updates: How SecurityScorecard’s CVEDetails can help 
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 BlogBreaches Beyond Borders: The global landscape of third-party risk 
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 ResearchThe Cybersecurity of France’s Top 100 Companies 
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 PressAll of France’s Top 100 Companies Exposed to Supply Chain Breaches 
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 BlogHow to Avoid Online Tax Day Scams: Tips to protect your finances and data 
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 BlogWhy metrics—and context—matter: How CISOs can measure and communicate cyber resilience 
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 BlogHarnessing the Power of Artificial Intelligence: A closer look at the European Union’s new landmark legislation 
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Get started for free
 Free Trial
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